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JUBILEE CUFF
BY MICHELE KLOUS
www.etsy.com/shop/manystitchesintime

Make this symmetrical 1-needle project by using a variety of shaped beads including, Ginkos,
Silkies, Paisley Duo, Rounds, Cymbal Silky bead substitutes and the Cymbal Silky Magnet Laouti.
Skill Level: Confident beginner
Techniques to know: Right Angle Weave and simple Peyote, working with two-holed beads,
ending/adding thread.
MATERIALS:
12-14 pcs. – Ginko
10-11 pcs. – Silky bead
44-48 pcs. – PaisleyDuo bead
56-60 pcs. – True2 2mm Round or FP
156-160pcs. – 15ᵒ seed beads

20-22pcs. –11ᵒ seed beads
10-12 pcs. – KALONI Silky Cymbal™ substitutes
1 – LAOUTI Silky Cymbal™ Magnet
6lb. Fireline™
Size 12 beading needle
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DESIGNER TIP
Check all holes of any multi-holed beads to make sure they are clear before use. I check mine with a bead
reamer before I start, but you can check each before you add them, you will be upset if you find a hole is
missing in the last steps! I also recommend you hold your work for better tension.
NOTE: All Ginko beads, Silky beads and/or Silky Substitutes will be picked up face up and in a horizontal
direction through the entire tutorial as diagramed in the bead key.
FIRST SET WITH LAOUTI MAGNET - (FIGURE 1)
1. Starting with a about 3 yards of thread on your needle, at the red dot, pick up one PaisleyDuo through
the inner point, one PaisleyDuo through the outer point, one 2mm, one 15ᵒ, one Silky through the
lower hole, one 15ᵒ, one 2mm, one PaisleyDuo through the inner point, one PaisleyDuo through the
outer point, one 2mm, one 15ᵒ, one half of the LAOUTI magnet, one 15ᵒ and ﬁnally one 2mm. Push all
the beads down to the end of the thread leaving about 6-inches to hold and sew in later, then sew
back through all the beads again (not shown for clarity), and exit out the Silky bead.
2. Staring at the black dot, sew up into the open hole of the same Silky bead to start the next step.
THE REPEAT SET - (FIGURE 2)
3. Starting at the red dot, pick up one 15ᵒ, one 2mm, one PaisleyDuo through the inner point, one
PaisleyDuo through the outer point, one 2mm, one 15ᵒ, one Silky through the lower hole, one 15ᵒ,
one 2mm, one PaisleyDuo through the inner point, one PaisleyDuo through the outer point, one 2mm
and one 15ᵒ. Push them down to the other beads, then, sew into the Silky bead forming a loop as you
did in Step 2. Sew through all the beads again to reinforce them (not shown for clarity) and exit out
the new Silky added in this step.
4. Starting at the black dot, sew up into the other hole of the same Silky bead to start the next step.
SIZING AND REPEATS - (FIGURE 3)
Sizing information: The bracelet will shrink a good amount when adding the outer round. My wrist
is 6” and I used 22 sets of PaisleyDuos (11 sets on each side) to make a ﬁnished size of 6 and 7/8”,
including the magnet. Each additional PaisleyDuo set adds about 9/16” or (.5625) to the ﬁnished
length. Remember your tension and the beads may make things slightly diﬀerent.
5. Repeat Steps 3 and 4 until you add all but the one PaisleyDuo set. If you are following my size then
you need to add eight more PaisleyDuo sets for a total of 10 in this step. You need that to add the
other half of the magnet in the next step and that accounts for the last PaisleyDuo set.
SECOND SIDE OF LAOUTI MAGNET - (FIGURE 4)
6. Starting at the red dot, repeat Step 3, but, in place of the last Silky, pick up the other half of the LAOUTI
magnet, (taking care to pick it up the correct side up), then continue on with the rest of the step. Sew
through the beads again to reinforce them (not shown for clarity) and exit out the LAOUTI.
7. Starting at the black dot,continue sewing into the 15ᵒ and out the 2mm after the LAOUTI.
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ADDING THE GINKOS AND KALONIS - (FIGURE 5, 6, 7 and 8)
8. Starting at the red dot, exiting out the 2mm, pick up four 15ᵒs, then sew into the top hole of the ﬁrst
PaisleyDuo next to it.
9. Starting at the black dot, exiting out the top hole of the PaisleyDuo, pick up one Ginko, then, push it
down to the PaisleyDuo. Next, pick up one 15ᵒ, one 2mm and one 15ᵒ, then, sew into the other hole
of the same Ginko and into the other PaisleyDuo of the set. You should be exiting between the two
sets of PaisleyDuo beads above a Silky. (FIGURE 5)
10. Starting at the red dot, exiting between the two PaisleyDuo sets, pick up one 11ᵒ, then sew into the
top hole of the next PD.
11. Starting at the black dot, exiting out the top hole of the ﬁrst PaisleyDuo of the set, pick up one KALONI
(or Ginko, one 15ᵒ, one 2mm and one 15ᵒ), then, push it down to the PaisleyDuo and sew into the
other PaisleyDuo of the set. You should be exiting between the two sets of PaisleyDuo beads above a
Silky. (FIGURE 6)
12. Starting at the red dot, exit between the two PaisleyDuo sets, pick up one 11ᵒ, then sew into the top
hole of the next PaisleyDuo. (FIGURE 7)
13. Starting at the black dot, exiting out the top hole of the PaisleyDuo, pick up one Ginko, one 15ᵒ, one
2mm and one 15ᵒ. Push them down to the PaisleyDuo and sew into the open hole of the same Ginko
and the other PaisleyDuo of the set.
14. Repeat Steps 10 through 13 to the end of this side. (FIGURE 8)
ADDING THE SECOND SIDED GINKOS AND KALONIS - (FIGURE 9 and 10)
15. Starting at the red dot, exiting out the last PaisleyDuo set of the side, pick up four 15ᵒs, then sew into
the 2mm, 15ᵒ, the LAOUTI magnet, the 15ᵒ and out the next 2mm. (FIGURE 9)
16. Starting at the black dot, exiting out the 2mm, pick up four 15ᵒ, then sew into the top of the ﬁrst
PaisleyDuo on the other side.
17. Starting at the red dot, exiting out the first PaisleyDuo of the second side, repeat Steps 9 through 14
all the way down this side placing all the Ginko beads and KALONI Cymbal. (FIGURE 10)
18. Starting at the black dot, exiting out the last PaisleyDuo, pick up four 15ᵒs, then sew into the 2mm,
15ᵒ, the LAOUTI magnet, the 15ᵒ and out the next 2mm. Continue sewing into the four 15ᵒs, the
PaisleyDuo and up and out the first Ginko bead.
FINAL ROUND TO REINFORCE AND ADD THE ACCENT 15ᵒ BEAD ON THE GINKO - (FIGURE 11)
19. Starting at the red dot, exiting out the top of the ﬁrst Ginko, pick up one 15ᵒ, then sew into the 15ᵒ,
2mm and 15ᵒ, then, pick up one 15ᵒ and sew down into the Ginko. Continue sewing down into the
PaisleyDuo, through the 11ᵒ, up into the next PaisleyDuo, KALONI, down into the next PaisleyDuo, the
11ᵒ, and up into the PaisleyDuo and out the next Ginko.
20. Starting at the black dot, exiting out the second Ginko, repeat Step 11A adding the 15ᵒ beads on top
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of the Ginko beads all the way around the outer round. Sew through the same path you did when you
added the four 15ᵒs on the end to get to the other side and continue the repeat to the end of that
side. Follow the black like to exit between the lower points of the PaisleyDuos.
21. The blue line and dots are places I tied my half hitch knots. If you prefer to reinforce the beads on the
outer edge, sew through the beads following the same thread path as you did when adding the four
15ᵒs on the ends but be careful not to break a bead or pull to tight or you will skew the side.
Congratulations you are all DONE!
Michele has a background in graphic arts where she learned all about color. She
also worked outdoors for many years in her youth which inspired her to use rich
and vibrant color schemes. After an injury some years ago, Michele went to a fair
and saw beadwork for the first time. That was all it took … she was hooked! She
decided that she had to learn everything there was to know about beadwork
including knitting and crocheting with beads. Since that day Michele was aspired to
create, teach and share her own beaded creations.
You can find more of Michele’s beautiful designs in her etsy shop www.etsy.com/shop/manystitchesintime.
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